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Overview

 Discover how to optimize software for extended battery life using the Intel® Energy Profiler, a feature of
Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems. The Intel Energy Profiler provides a visual representation of the data
gathered by the Intel SoC Watch collector on a target system.

This document applies to the energy analysis of a Windows* OS target system using Intel System Studio
(including VTune Amplifier for Systems) that is installed on a Windows OS host system. For additional
tutorials, see Intel® VTune™ Amplifier Tutorials.

About This Tutorial This tutorial guides you through the basic steps required for setting up your
Windows system for analysis, running an analysis on a Windows target system,
and viewing the results using VTune Amplifier for Systems on a Windows host
system.

Estimated Duration • 10 minutes: Preparing your target Windows system for energy analysis.
• 10 minutes: Collecting energy data on the target system.
• 10 minutes: Viewing and interpreting the results on a host Windows OS

system with Intel System Studio and VTune Amplifier for Systems installed.

Learning Objectives After you complete this tutorial, you will be able to:

• Set up Windows Host and Target Systems
• Run Energy Analysis on a Target System
• Import and View Result Files on a Host System
• Interpret Energy Data Results in VTune Amplifier for Systems

More Resources • The Intel® System Studio user forum: https://software.intel.com/en-us/
forums/intel-system-studio

• The Intel Developer Zone is a site devoted to software development tools,
resources, forums, blogs, and knowledge bases, see http://software.intel.com

• The Intel Software Documentation Library is part of the Intel Developer Zone
and is an online collection of Release Notes, User and Reference Guides,
White Papers, Help, and Tutorials for Intel software products https://
software.intel.com/en-us/intel-software-technical-documentation
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Analyzing Energy Usage 1
 You can use the Intel® System Studio installed on your Windows* host to identify and analyze energy

usage of a target Windows system. The Intel Energy Profiler feature of Intel System Studio uses the Intel
SoC Watch collector on a target system to analyze power and energy consumption of the target system. The
data gathered through the Intel SoC Watch collector can be imported into Intel VTune™ Amplifier for Systems
on the host system to visualize the results and understand the energy usage on the target system. This
tutorial guides you through the workflow steps required to gather energy data using the Intel SoC Watch
collector and view it in VTune Amplifier for Systems.

Intel VTune Amplifier for Systems supports this remote usage mode using the Intel SoC Watch collector:

NOTE
The Intel SoC Watch collector can be run on the Windows system with Intel System Studio installed. A
separate host and target system are not required.

1 Set up Windows
Systems

1. Install Intel System Studio (including Intel VTune Amplifier for Systems)
on the host system.

2. Install Intel SoC Watch collector on the target system.
3. Set environment variables on the target system.

2 Run Energy Analysis Run the command on the target system to collect data and generate a
*.sww1 result file.

3 Open Results on the
Host System

1. Copy the result files to the host system.
2. Create a new project in VTune Amplifier for Systems.
3. Import the result to the new project.

4 Interpret Result Data Use the VTune Amplifier for Systems Power Platform Analysis viewpoint to
analyze the data.

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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Next Step
Set up Windows Host and Target Systems

Set Up the Windows* OS Host and Target Systems

 Before you start analyzing the energy usage of your Windows* system, do the following:

1. Get software tools.
2. Set up your target Windows system.

Get Software Tools
You will need the following tools on the host Windows system to run an energy analysis on a target Windows
system:

• Intel® System Studio for Windows Target, including sample applications

If you do not already have access to Intel System Studio and Intel VTune™ Amplifier for Systems, you can
download an evaluation copy from http://software.intel.com/EN-US/ARTICLES/INTEL-SOFTWARE-
EVALUATION-CENTER/.

• Access to your target Windows system

NOTE
The Intel SoC Watch collector can be run on the Windows system with Intel System Studio installed. A
separate host and target system are not required.

Set up the Intel SoC Watch Collector on the Target Windows System
Use the following steps to configure your target Windows device for analysis.

1. Copy the 32-bit or 64-bit version of the Intel SoC Watch installer
(socwatch_windows_<version>.msi) to your target Windows device.

The default installer location on a 64 bit system is C:\Program Files (x86)\IntelSWTools\VTune
Amplifier <version> for Systems\target\windows_socwatch.

2. Run the installer on the target Windows system. This will install the tool (socwatch.exe) and
appropriate drivers.

The default installation location is C:\Program Files (x86)\Intel\SocWatch.
3. Set environment variables.

a. Set the Path environment variable to include the installed location of Intel SoC Watch.

The default installation location is C:\Program Files (x86)\Intel\SocWatch.
b. To maximize symbol information available to the tool for analysis, set the _NT_SYMBOL_PATH

environment variable to include the Microsoft*-provided public symbols location by running the
following command:

<install_directory>\bin\setsymbol.bat
Optionally, you can include private symbol locations as arguments for the command. For more
information on specifying a symbol path, see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/
hardware/ff558829(v=vs.85).aspx.

Set up the Sample Application on the Target Windows System
Use the following steps to set up the sample application for analysis:

  1  Tutorial: Analyzing Energy Usage on a Windows* Platform
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1. Copy the sample application (socwatch_samples.zip) to your target Windows device. The sample
application is available from the following location: https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intelr-
energy-profiler-socwatch-samples

2. Extract the sample from the .zip file.

A readme.html file is available at the top level of the extracted socwatch_samples directory with
instructions on the use of the sample application. A compiled binary for the application is available in the bin
subdirectory. There is no need to compile the sample code prior to using the sample application.

Key Terms
Host System

Target System

Next Step
Run Energy Analysis

Run Energy Analysis

 Follow these steps to run Intel® SoC Watch analysis on your target Windows* device.

NOTE
To view the command line syntax and complete list of features for the Intel SoC Watch collector,
specify the help option: socwatch -h

Run Analysis on Idle System
Use the following steps to run an energy analysis on the target Windows device without the sample program
running. This data will provide a basis for comparison in determining energy consumption changes:

1. Launch a command prompt window as an administrator.
2. Run the following command to collect a set of system data for 60 seconds and generate an output file

that can be imported into Intel VTune™ Amplifier for Systems. The output files will be named idletest.

socwatch -f sys -m -t 60 -r sww -r detail -o idletest

Tip
Run the command from within the location in which you want the result files saved or preface the
output file name with the path to the desired location.

In this command, the following options are used:

Option Description

-f Specifies the data to collect. By specifying the
sys feature group, most system data is
collected, including system, CPU, GPU, and
device time in low power (sleep) states, time in
processor frequencies, temperature, and total
memory bandwidth.

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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Option Description

-m Indicates the maximum detail for the specified
feature is collected. This option is required if you
are importing the results into Intel VTune
Amplifier.

-t Specifies the duration of collection (in seconds).

-r Specifies the type of result to generate after
collection is complete. The sww type produces
a .sww1 file that can be imported into Intel
VTune Amplifier. The detail type produces
a .txt file with a detailed summary of the
collection results.

-o Specifies the base name for the result files. For
this analysis, the file name idletest was used.

The output from executing the command on a system with Intel microarchitecture code named
Broadwell is shown in the following example:

NOTE
The screen captures and energy usage data provided in this tutorial are created on a system with Wi-
Fi disabled and no other applications running during collection. Your data may vary depending on the
Intel architecture used by your system and transient system activity.

The first WARNING message specified about the large data file is not a concern for this collection as
the collection time is short. If you run a larger collection and are concerned about data file size,
you can terminate collection prior to the duration time specified by using Ctrl+C. Result files are
still generated if the collection is terminated early.

The subsequent WARNING messages tell you which metrics specified on the command line are not
supported on the system on which collection is being run. In this example, the sys group was
specified. North Complex and South Complex D0ix residency is not available on the system on
which the collection was run.

  1  Tutorial: Analyzing Energy Usage on a Windows* Platform
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After collection completes, result files are created with the name specified in the -o option. In this
example, all result files would be named idletest and are stored in the C:\socreports
directory. If a results directory is not specified in the command line, the results are stored in the
directory from which the command is run.

The following file types are available in the results directory:

• .sww1 - Result file that can be imported and viewed in Intel VTune Amplifier for Systems.
• .csv - Summary and timeline files with details that cannot be visualized in VTune Amplifier.
• .txt - Detailed report file with analysis of time spent in sleep and active states, wake-up

causes, and so on.

Run Analysis with Sample Program Running
Use the following steps to run an energy analysis on the target Windows device with the Pi_Console program
executing:

NOTE

• Samples are non-deterministic. Your screens may vary from the screen captures shown throughout
this tutorial.

• Samples are designed only to illustrate Intel VTune Amplifier features; they do not represent best
practices for creating code.

1. Launch a command prompt window as an administrator.
2. Run the following command to collect the same system data as the first run, but while running the

Pi_Console application on your target Windows system. The -t option is not specified here because the
collection should not stop until the application terminates rather than after a certain time interval.

socwatch -f sys -m -r sww -r detail -o piconsoletest -p <path>\socwatch_sample\bin
\Pi_Console.exe <arg>

In this command, the following options are used:

Option Description

-f Specifies the data to collect. By specifying the
sys feature group, most system data is
collected, including system, CPU, GPU, and
device time in low power (sleep) states, time in
processor frequencies, temperature, and total
memory bandwidth.

-m Indicates the maximum detail for the specified
feature is collected. This option is required if you
are importing the results into Intel VTune
Amplifier.

-r Specifies the type of result to generate after
collection is complete. The sww type produces
a .sww1 file that can be imported into Intel
VTune Amplifier. The detail type produces
a .txt file with a detailed summary of the
collection results.

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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Option Description

-o Specifies the base name for the result files. For
this analysis, the file name piconsoletest was
used.

-p The path to a program executable file to be
started automatically prior to collection. This
option must be used at the end of the command
line and can be followed by arguments to be
passed to that program. Replace the <path>
variable with the file path to the location to
which you extracted the pi_console.exe
sample program. The <arg> variable is replaced
with an integer between 1-20. The application
multiples the integer by one million to determine
the number of steps it uses to calculate pi.

The command is shown in the following example using the argument 20 (calculating the value of pi in
20 million steps) when running the Pi_Console program on a system with Intel microarchitecture code
named Broadwell:

NOTE
The screen captures and energy usage data provided in this tutorial are created on a system with Wi-
Fi disabled and no other applications running during collection. Your data may vary depending on the
Intel architecture used by your system and transient system activity.

Energy consumption data is collected and saved in the piconsoletest.sww1 file in the results
directory. Additional output files are also created and stored in the same location.

For more information, see the Intel SoC Watch User's Guide (socwatch_windows_users_guide.pdf).
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Next Step
Import and View Result on the Host System

Import and View Results on the Host System

 When the energy analysis completes, copy the result files to your Windows* OS host system and
import the .sww1 result files into an Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems project. Intel VTune Amplifier opens
the collected results in the Platform Power Analysis viewpoint.

NOTE
You can also view the results without the assistance of visualization in the .csv or .txt output file.
See the post-processing options in the Intel SoC Watch User Guide
(socwatch_windows_users_guide.pdf).

1. Copy the result files from the target Windows system to the host Windows system.
2. Launch Intel VTune Amplifier for Systems on the host system.
3. Create a new project:

a.
Click the New Project toolbar button from the Welcome page.

The Create a Project dialog box opens.
b. Enter "Pi Console Test" in the Project name field and click Create Project.

The New Amplifier Result tab opens with the Analysis Target tab active.
4. Import the results to the new project:

a.
Click the Import Result button on the top toolbar.

The Import tab opens.
b. Select the Import a single file option and click Browse.
c. Navigate to the location where you saved the result files, select the idletest.sww1 result file,

and click the Open button.
d.

Click the Import button.

The result opens in the Platform Power Analysis viewpoint.
5. Repeat step 4 to import the piconsoletest.sww1 file.

The results are imported into VTune Amplifier as r000 (idletest) and r001 (piconsoletest) in the Pi
Console Test project.

Next Step
Interpret Energy Data Results in VTune Amplifier for Systems

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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Interpret Energy Data Results in VTune Amplifier for
Systems

 After you import the idletest.sww1 and piconsoletest.sww1 result files to the Intel® VTune™
Amplifier project, the collected results open in the Platform Power Analysis viewpoint.

To interpret the performance data provided during the energy analysis, follow the steps below:

1. Review the Summary page for each analysis result.
2. Identify when each core is active and inactive.
3. View the processor wake-ups and identify causes.
4. Compare the analysis results.

NOTE
The screen shots and energy usage data provided in this tutorial are created from data gathered from
a Windows* system with 2 CPU cores and with Wi-Fi disabled during collection. Your data may vary
depending on the number and type of CPU cores on your target system and transient system activity
while collection occurred.

Review Result Summary
Open the r000 tab for the analysis result for the idle system and select the Summary tab. The first section
of the Summary window displays the summary statistics on the overall collection run time execution per
power analysis metrics:

Tip
Hover over the question mark icon  to view a description of the metric.

The Elapsed Time per Core Sleep State Histogram graph shows the amount of time spent in each sleep
state. In the idle system analysis, most of the time was spent in C3, the deepest sleep state.
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Switch to the r001 tab for the analysis result collected running the Pi Console program and select the
Summary tab for this result. You will see that there is a much smaller amount of time spent in active core
states (non-C0 states).

Review the Elapsed Time per Core Sleep State Histogram and observe that there is a significant amount
of time spent in the active (C0) core state.

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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Identify Cores in Active States
Switch to the CPU C/P States tab to identify cores with the highest time spent in the active C0 state.
Spending more time in deeper sleep states (C1-Cn) provides greater power savings. Examining the
relationship of activity between cores illustrates how effectively an application or system process is utilizing
multiple threads.

Tip

• Click the expand arrows  in the table to view more details in each column.
• Click the plus sign  next to package_0 to expand the visualization to include the core_1 and

core_0 timelines.

The following example shows the activity collected when the system was idle (r000):
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By default, VTune Amplifier displays data grouped by core and sorted by CPU time spent in the
deepest C-state in the descending order. In this example, you can see that the most time was
spent in ACPI C3, the deepest sleep state for the package core, and C7, the deepest sleep state
for the hardware core. Both core_1 and core_0 spent approximately 57 seconds of the 60 second
run time in the deep sleep state.

Energy efficiency is optimized when the package can enter a sleep state. The package must
remain active if at least one core is active. In this example, the package is able to spend time in
the C7 sleep state, which is represented by the darkest green.

The time spent in the active state, C0, is represented in white in the core_0 and core_1 lines. In
this example, the time spent in the active state is lined up for both cores. This optimizes the time
spent in active states and improves overall energy efficiency, as seen in the package_0 line.

Analyzing Energy Usage  1  
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The system hardware was able to spend most of the collection time in the C7 sleep state. The
spikes to more active states coincide with similar spikes on the package and core side. Having
these similar spikes shows that a system is well-synchronized between the hardware and
operating system.

Switch to r001 to view the CPU C/P States tab for the data collected when the Pi Console program was
running, as shown in the example below.

In this example, you can see that the most time was spent in ACPI C0, the active state for the
package core, and C0, the active state for the hardware core. On the package side, core_1 spent
45.932 seconds in the C0 state and 23.390 seconds in the C3 sleep state. core_0 spent 29.897
seconds in the C0 state and 40.471 seconds in the C3 sleep state. On the hardware side, the
results were similar with core_1 spending more time in the active state and core_0 spending
more time in the sleep state.
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In this example, the package was unable to enter a sleep state at any time. All package time was
spent in the C0 active state.

In this example, core_0 and core_1 alternated between the active and sleep states. The system
scheduled the application tasks so that the activity switched between cores. As a result, one core
was always active, which caused the package to continue to be active for the duration of the
collection.

The system hardware alternated between the active C0 state and the deep sleep C7 state. The
activity on the hardware coincided with the activity on the operating system. When one operating
system core was active, the corresponding hardware core was also active.

You can zoom in on a particular time frame to identify the processes that caused system activity. Click and
drag to select the time for which you would like to see more detail. A menu appears with a Zoom In on
Selection option.

By viewing only a small section of the data, you can more easily see the transitions between the active and
inactive states and notice that the cores are not active at the same time.
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Identify Processor Wake-ups and Possible Causes
Switch to the Core Wake-ups pane and group the data by the Wake-up Reason/Wake-up Object/Core to
identify causes of the processor wake-ups. The table at the top of the tab lists the wake-up reasons.

• RDY: Ready event
• IPI: Inter-processor interrupt
• CLK: Clock interrupt
• DPC: Deferred procedure call
• INT: Hardware interrupt
• Unknown: The wake-up reason could not be identified.

Each core has a wake-up band that represents the wake-up objects that cause the core to switch from a
sleep state to an active state. Each wake-up object type is represented using a unique color. By hovering
over the band, you can view all of the wake-up objects at that point in time, including details such as wake-
up object type, start time, and duration.
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In the grid, you can select a wake-up object with the highest Wake-up Count, right-click, and select the
Filter In by Selection from the context menu. VTune Amplifier updates the grid and timeline displaying the
data relevant only for the selected object. The example below shows wake-ups per core initiated by the clock
(CLK) object selected in the grid for the Pi Console program analysis.
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Compare Analysis Results
Use the following steps to open a comparison of the idle system collection result (r000) and the Pi Console
program collection result (r001):

1. Close the results tabs if they are open. You cannot compare results if one or both are already open.
2.

Click the Compare Results  button on the top toolbar.

The Compare tab opens.
3. Click the Browse button next to the Result 1 line.
4. Navigate to the location of the idle system analysis result file, select the r000.amplxe result file, and

click Open.

The location of the project and result files was established when you created the new project.
5. Click the Browse button next to the Result 2 line.
6. Navigate to the location of the Pi Console program analysis result file, select the r001.amplxe result

file, and click Open.
7. Click the Compare button.
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A new tab opens displaying the Platform Power Analysis viewpoint.

The Summary window of the Platform Power Analysis viewpoint displays statistics on the overall
collection run time execution per power analysis metrics. The result for the idle system analysis shows on the
left of the summary statistics and the result for the data collected when the Pi Console program was running
appears on the right.

The Wake-ups/sec per Core table shows that the total time spent in non-C0 states (sleep states) was
much greater when the system was idle than when the Pi Console program was running.

You can also see that the total wake-up count was significantly higher when the system was idle. This is
because the system was in an active state for most of the time the Pi Console program was executing and
therefore there was no transition, or wake-up, from a sleep state to an active state during that collection.

Key Terms
Elapsed Time

C-State

P-State
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Summary 2
 You have completed the Analyzing Energy Usage tutorial. Here are some important things to remember

when using the Intel® VTune™ Amplifier for Systems to analyze energy usage on a target system:

Step Tutorial Recap Key Tutorial Take-aways

1. Set up the
Windows*
System for
Analysis

You installed Intel SoC Watch on the
target device by copying the
socwatch.msi file from the host
system and running the installation.
You also set the environment
variables on the target device.

Set up a target environment to collect data.

2. Run Energy
Profiler Analysis

You ran the Intel SoC Watch collector
and collected energy usage data.

Launch analysis on the target device, using
the command line.

2. Run Import
and View Results

You copied the *.sww1 result to your
Windows* OS host system and
imported the results to VTune
Amplifier for Systems in a new
project.

Create a new project in VTune Amplifier for
Systems and import result data from a
target system.

4. Interpret
Result Data

You analyzed the result data to
determine areas of energy
inefficiency.

Use Platform Power Analysis viewpoint
to examine the energy usage for the target
system.

Next Steps
The following activities are recommended next steps after completing this tutorial:

• Review the .csv result files to view more detailed analysis results, such as battery usage or operating
system and hardware state residencies.

• Review the .txt result files to view additional details, such as exact processes that ran during analysis.
Using this file, you can determine which process caused an energy performance issue.

• Run an energy analysis on your own application or platform.
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Key Terms 3
 The following list of Key Terms and definitions is included for easy reference while using this tutorial.

Elapsed time: The total time your target ran, calculated as follows: Wall clock time at end of application
– Wall clock time at start of application.

host system: The system on which you have installed and are running the VTune Amplifier.

target system: The device/remote platform on which your workload runs. The target system may be
connected to the host system via USB.

C-State:

C-State residencies are collected from hardware and/or the operating system (OS).

For systems that collect OS C-State residencies, CPU C-states are core power states requested by the
Operating System Directed Power Management (OSPM) infrastructure that define the degree to which the
processor is "idle".

For systems that collect hardware C-State residencies, CPU C-States are obtained by reading the processor’s
MSRs which count the actual time spent in each C-State.

C-States range from C0 to Cn. C0 indicates an active state. All other C-states (C1-Cn) represent idle sleep
states where the processor clock is inactive (cannot execute instructions) and different parts of the processor
are powered down. As the C-States get deeper, the exit latency duration becomes longer (the time to
transition to C0) and the power savings becomes greater.

P-State:

CPU P-states represent voltage-frequency control states defined as performance states in the industry
standard Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) specification (see http://www.acpi.info for more
details).

In voltage-frequency control, the voltage and clocks that drive circuits are increased or decreased in
response to a workload. The operating system requests specific P-states based on the current workload. The
processor may accept or reject the request and set the P-state based on its own state.

P-states columns represent the processor’s supported frequencies and the time spent in each frequency
during the collection period.
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